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NotesTo pass this ourse you should do one of the 4 omputerassignments.You an work in groups by 2 personsSent �nal report with your assignment to my e-mail. Reportshould have desription of used tehniques, tables and �gureson�rming your investigations. Attah also orrespondingprograms in Matlab or PETS for testing and on�rming yourresults.
Larisa Beilina



Computer exerise 1 (3 p.)Solve question Q1.20 in the text book1. Question Q1.20, part 1.Notes: program polyplot.m is also available to download from thehomepage of our ourse.Program polyplot.m forms the oe�ients of a polynomial spei�ed by itsroots, and repeatedly add small perturbations to the oe�ients, plottingthe resulting perturbed roots.Inputs parameters in the program polyplot.m:r = vetor of polynomial rootse = maximum relative perturbation to make to eah oe�ientm = number of random polynomials to generateOutput of this program is to plot of perturbed roots and generatepolynomial oe�ients. This will be �rst part of your assignment.Larisa Beilina



Notes to part 1: when you want to test your own inputs for roots(for example, test omples onjugate roots) use funtion roots(C)in matlab in order to �nd polynomial roots whih an be used asinput in the program polyplot.mThe funtion roots(C) in Matlab omputes the roots of thepolynomial whose oe�ients are the elements of the vetor C. If Chas N+1 omponents, the polynomial isp(X ) = C (1) ∗ XN + ... + C (N) ∗ X + C (N + 1).
Larisa Beilina



2. Question Q1.20, part 2.For the seond part of your assignment You need to ompute theondition number i of every root. Use following formula toompute this ondition number:i =

∑di=0 |aix i |
|p′(xi )| , (1)where p(x) =

∑di=0 aix i , where d is dimension of your polynomial.You need to modify program polyplot.m in order to plot 2 kinds ofirles entered at r(i) for every root. First, you need to plot irleswith the radius whih was omputed using the formula (1). Seond,you need to plot irles with biggest distane between perturbedand original root. Explain what you observe.Larisa Beilina



3. Question Q1.20, part 3. In this question you should show (presentsome numerial examples or some error output in matlab) that formula(1) �blows up� when p′(ri ) = 0, where r(i) is i-th root of the polynomial.You also need to show (analytially and in the form of table or pitures)that roots of the perturbed polynomial di�er from multiple root as |ε| 1m ,where m is multipliity of the root and ε is auray.To show that the perturbated roots di�er from r(i) by fator |ε| 1m youshould use fat that the polynomial p(x) an be written asp(x) = q(x)(x − r(i))m, (2)and the slightly perturbed polynomial an be written as p(x) − q(x)ε.
Larisa Beilina



Computer exerise 2 ( in matlab 2 p., in PETS 5p.)1. Write disretization of the Poisson's equation in two dimensions
− a△u(x , y) = f (x , y) (3)on the unit square {(x , y) : 0 < x , y < 1} with boundary onditionsu = 0 on the boundary of this square. Here, the oe�ient a(x , y)is suh that a(x , y) = 1 + A(sin(π3 x))2 · (sin(π3 y))2 (4)with values of the amplitude A = 3, 12, 26.We produe the mesh with the points (xi , yj ) suh thatxi = ih; yj = jh with h = 1/(N + 1), where N + 1 is the number ofpoints in x and y diretions. You should derive the equationai ,j(4ui ,j − ui−1,j − ui+1,j − ui ,j−1 − ui ,j+1) = h2fi ,j (5)Write equation (5) as a single matrix equation in the form Au = fwith expliit entries of A.Larisa Beilina



2. Implement Algorithm 2.3 of the text book and solve thelinear system of equations Au = f by the Gaussian eliminationfor the matrix A of the size n = 100, 200, 400, 800. Usedi�erent right hand sides f = 1, 50, 100. Try also Gaussianfuntion as the right hand side of (3):f (x , y) = A exp(

−

(

(x − xo)22σ2x +
(y − yo)22σ2y ))

, (6)for the di�erent amplitudes A to solve (3).Here, x0, y0 is the enter of the blob and σx , σy are onstantswhih show spreading of the blob in x and y diretions.Alternative: solve the above exerise using PETS (this will giveyou 5 p.). Larisa Beilina



Computer exerise 3 ( 1 p.)Solve the problem of the �tting a polynomial p(x) =
∑di=0 αix i ofdegree d to data points (xi , yi ), i = 1, ...,m in the plane by themethod of normal equations and QR deomposition (Algorithm3.1). Choose the degree of polynomial d = 14, the interval forx ∈ [0, 1], disretize it by N points and ompute disrete values ofy(x) as yi = y(xi ) = p(xi ). Our goal is to reover oe�ients αi ofthe polynomial p(x) =

∑di=0 αix i by solving the system Aα = yusing the method of normal equations and QR deomposition(Algorithm 3.1). Here, olumns of the matrix A are powers of thevetor x . Compare both methods by omputing the relative error ee =
||α − α∗||2
||α∗||2 (7)Here, α∗i = 1 are the exat values of the omputed oe�ients αi .Larisa Beilina



Notes Compute �rst values of vetor yi at the points xi , i = 1, ....,mwith known values of oe�ients αi . Take exat values of
αi = 1.Matrix A is a Vandermonde matrix:A=













1 x1 x21 . . . xd11 x2 x22 . . . xd21 x3 x23 . . . xd3... ... ... . . . ...1 xm x2m . . . xdm












Here, xi , i = 1, ....,m are points on the interval x ∈ [0, 1], d isdegree of the polynomial.Use method of normal equations and QR deompisition tosolve the resulting system Ax = y . Compare results in a tableby omputing the relative error (7) for both methods fordi�erent disretizations of the interval x ∈ [0, 1].Larisa Beilina



Computer exerise 4 ( 1 p.)
Solve question Q4.14 of the text book. Here we test theMatlab program eigsat.m (available to download from aourse page) to plot eigenvalues of a perturbed matrix andtheir ondition numbers.Solve question Q4.15 of the text book. Here we use matlabprogram qrplt.m (available to download from a ourse page)to plot the diagonal entries of a matrix undergoing unshiftedQR iteration.

Larisa Beilina



Computer exerise 5 ( 2 p.)Solve eigenvalue probllem for the Helmholtz equation in twodimensions
△u(x , y) + ω2u(x , y) = 0 (8)on the unit square {(x , y) : 0 < x , y < 1} with boundaryonditions u = 0 on the boundary of this square. In (8) valuesof ω are alled eigenfrequenies.The equation (8) an be presented in the matrix form asAu = −ω2u (9)or with λ = −ω2 Au = λu (10)Write program for omputing of eigenvalues and eigenvetorsof (10). Using the matlab ommand ontour presenteigenvetors whih orrespond to the �rst 6 eigenvalues of A.Analyze also omputed values of ω (eigenfrequenies). UseGershgorin's theorem to do that.Larisa Beilina


